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The search for a libertarian communism:
Daniel Guérin and the ‘synthesis’ of marxism and anarchism

I have a horror of sects, of compartmentalisation, of people who are separated by virtually
nothing and who nevertheless face each other as if across an abyss. – Daniel Guérin

1

Concerned that his reinterpretation of the French Revolution, La Lutte
de classes sous la Première République (1946), had been misunderstood,
Daniel Guérin wrote to his friend, the socialist Marceau Pivert in 1947 that the
book was to be seen as ‘an introduction to a synthesis of anarchism and
Marxism-Leninism I would like to write one day.’ 2 This paper aims to analyze
exactly what Guérin meant by this ‘synthesis’, and how and why he came to
be convinced of its necessity—for as Alex Callinicos has commented,
‘[g]enuinely innovative syntheses are rare and difficult to arrive at. Too often
attempted syntheses amount merely to banality, incoherence, or eclecticism.’3
It must however be noted from the outset that Guérin had no
pretensions to being a theorist: he saw himself first and foremost as an
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activist and secondly as a historian. 4 Indeed, from the day in 1930 when he
abandoned the poetry and novels of his youth, all his research and writings
were concerned more or less directly with his political commitments. His
developing critique of marxism and his later interest in the relationship
between marxism and anarchism were motivated by his own direct
experience of active participation in revolutionary struggles on a number of
fronts; they can thus only be clarified when studied in relation to social and
political developments.
Although Guérin, in some of his autobiographical or semiautobiographical writings, had a tendency to divide his life into more or less
distinct ‘phases’, and despite the fact that his political or ideological trajectory
may seem to some to be rather protean, I would argue that there was in fact
an underlying ideological consistency – even if changing circumstances
meant that his ‘organisational options’ (as he put it) changed in different
periods of his life. A historical materialist all his life, he remained attached to a
revolutionary socialism with a strong ethical or moral core. Although it was
many years before he found an organisation which lived up to his
expectations, he was always at heart a libertarian communist, developing an
increasingly strong belief in the need for a ‘total revolution’ which would attach
as much importance to issues of race, gender and sexuality as to workplacebased conflict. Whether specifically in his commitment to anticolonialism or to
sexual liberation, or more generally in his emphasis on what today would be
called intersectionality, Guérin was undoubtedly ahead of his time.
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The approach followed here will therefore be biographical, tracing
Guérin’s political and ideological itinerary, his response to changing conditions
and his engagement with various movements, ideas, networks and
individuals. 5

Early influences
Despite coming from the ‘grande bourgeoisie’ - a background which he would
come to reject - Guérin owed much to the influence of his branch of the family:
humanist, liberal and cultured, both his parents had been passionately proDreyfus, both were influenced by Tolstoy’s ethical and social ideas, and his
father’s library contained the Communist Manifesto as well as works by Benoît
Malon, Proudhon and Kropotkin. 6 The young Daniel seems to have been
particularly influenced by his father’s pacifism, and was also deeply affected
by his own reading of Tolstoy’s Diaries and Resurrection. In the context of the
increasingly polarised debates of the inter-war period between the far right
and far left (‘Maurras versus Marx’), he identified with the ‘marxist extreme
left’ from a relatively early age. 7 His later ‘discovery’ of the Parisian working
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class and of the concrete realities of their everyday existence (to a large
extent through his homosexual relationships with young workers) reinforced a
profound ‘workerism’ which would stay with him for the rest of his life. 8

The bankruptcy of stalinism and social democracy
This workerism would lead him in 1930-31 to join the syndicalists grouped
around the veteran revolutionary Pierre Monatte: typically, perhaps, Guérin’s
first real active involvement was in the campaign for the reunification of the
two major syndicalist confederations, the CGT and the CGTU. His workerism
was also responsible for a strong attraction towards the French Communist
Party (PCF), far more ‘proletarian’ than the Socialist Party (the Section
Française de l’Internationale Ouvrière, SFIO), despite his ‘visceral
antistalinism’ and what he saw as the Party’s ‘crass ideological excesses, its
inability to win over the majority of workers, and its mechanical submission to
the Kremlin’s orders.’ 9 Yet Guérin was no more impressed with the SFIO,
which he found petty-bourgeois, narrow-minded, dogmatically anticommunist,
and obsessed with electioneering:

The tragedy for many militants of our generation was our
repugnance at having to opt for one or the other of the two main
organisations which claimed, wrongly, to represent the working
8
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class. Stalinism and social democracy both repelled us, each in its
own way. Yet those workers who were active politically were in one
of these two parties. The smaller, intermediate groups and the
extremist sects seemed to us to be doomed to impotence and
marginalisation. The SFIO, despite the social conformism of its
leadership, at least had the advantage over the Communist Party
of enjoying a certain degree of internal democracy, and to some
extent allowed revolutionaries to express themselves; whereas the
monolithic automatism of stalinism forbade any critics from opening
their mouths and made it very difficult for them even to stay in the
party. 10

Hence his decision to rejoin the SFIO in 1935, shortly before the creation by
Marceau Pivert of the Gauche révolutionnaire (Revolutionary Left) tendency
within the party, of which he would become a leading member. Guérin was
attracted by Pivert’s ‘Luxemburgist’, libertarian and syndicalist tendencies. 11
He was consistently on the revolutionary wing of the Gauche révolutionnaire
and of its successor the Parti socialiste ouvrier et paysan (PSOP, created
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when the GR was expelled from the SFIO in 1938), and, in the Popular Front
period, he drew a clear distinction between what he called the ‘Popular Front
no. 1’ - an electoral alliance between social democracy, stalinism, and
bourgeois liberalism - and the ‘Popular Front no. 2’ - the powerful, extraparliamentary, working-class movement, which came into conflict with the
more moderate (and more bourgeois) Popular Front government. 12 He viewed
the ‘entryism’ of the French trotskyists in these years as a welcome
counterbalance to the reformism of the majority of the Socialist Party. 13
Indeed, in the 1930s, Guérin agreed with Trotsky’s position on many
issues: on the nature of fascism and how to stop it; on war and revolutionary
proletarian internationalism; on opposition to the collusion between ‘socialpatriotism’ (ie. mainstream social democracy) and ‘national-communism’ (ie.
the PCF) as well as any pact with the bourgeois Radicals; and on the need to
fight actively for the liberation of Europe’s colonies. As Guérin comments after
recounting in glowing terms his sole meeting with Trotsky in Barbizon in 1933:
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‘On a theoretical level as well as on the level of political practice, Trotsky
would remain, for many of us, both a stimulus to action and a teacher.’ 14
Ultimately, Guérin’s experience of the labour movement and of the left
in the 1930s - as well as his research on the nature and origins of fascism and
Nazism 15 - led him to reject both social democracy and stalinism as effective
strategies for defeating fascism and preventing war. Indeed, the left – ’divided,
ossified, negative, and narrow-minded’ in Guérin’s words – bore its share of
responsibility and had made tragic errors. 16 The SFIO was criticised by Guérin
for its electoralism and for allowing its hands to be tied by the Parti radicalsocialiste, ‘a bourgeois party whose corruption and bankruptcy were in large
part responsible for the fascist explosion’; for its incomprehension of the
nature of the capitalist state, which led to the impotence of Léon Blum’s 1936
Popular Front government; for its failure to take fascism seriously (and to aid
the Spanish Republicans), despite the warnings, until it was too late; and for
its obsessive rivalry with the PCF. The PCF was equally harshly criticised by
14
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Guérin—for what seemed to him to be its blind obedience to the Comintern,
the criminal stupidity of the Comintern’s ‘third period’ and for its counterrevolutionary strategy both in Spain and in France. 17
As for Trotsky, Guérin disagreed with him over the creation of the
Fourth International in 1938, which seemed to him premature and divisive.
More generally, Guérin was critical of what he saw as Trotsky’s tendency
continually to transpose the experiences of the Russian Bolsheviks onto
contemporary events in the West, and of his ‘authoritarian rigidness.’
Trotskyism, Guérin argued, represented ‘the ideology of the infallible leader
who, in an authoritarian fashion, directs the policy of a fraction or of a party.’ 18
What Guérin wanted to see was ‘the full development of the spontaneity of the
working class.’ 19 Writing in 1963, Guérin would conclude with regard to such
disputes over revolutionary tactics:

The revolutionary organisation which was lacking in June 1936 was
not, in my opinion, an authoritarian leadership emanating from a
small group or sect, but an organ for the coordination of the
workers’ councils, growing directly out of the occupied workplaces.
The mistake of the Gauche Révolutionnaire was not so much that it
was unable, because of its lack of preparation, to transform itself
into a revolutionary party on the leninist or trotskyist model, but that
it was unable […] to help the working class to find for itself its own
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form of power structure to confront the fraud that was the Popular
Front no.1. 20

So as Guérin summarised the state of the left in the 1930s: ‘Everything
made the renewal of the concepts and methods of struggle employed by the
French left both indispensable and urgent.’ 21 These debates on the left
regarding tactics (working-class autonomy or ‘Popular Frontism’) and the role
of the ‘avant-garde’ or, in syndicalist terms, the ‘activist minority’ (minorité
agissante) would recur in the post-war years, and Guérin’s position would
vary little.

The break from trotskyism
Despite Guérin’s reservations about trotskyism, his analysis of the nature of
the Vichy regime was very similar to that put forward by the IVth International,
and he was also impressed with Trotsky’s manifesto of May 1940, ‘La guerre
impérialiste et la révolution prolétarienne mondiale’, including it in a collection
of Trotsky’s writings on the Second World War he would edit in 1970. 22 He
worked with the trotskyists in the resistance, not least because they remained
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true to their internationalism and to their class politics. 23 They rejected, for
instance, what Guerin saw as the PCF’s demagogic nationalism. Guérin was
thus closely involved with the trotskyists’ attempts to organise extremely
dangerous anti-militarist and anti-Nazi propaganda among German soldiers.
He also contributed to the activities of a group of trotskyist workers producing
newsletters carrying reports of workplace struggles against both French
employers and the German authorities.
However, an extended study tour of the United States in 1946-49,
which included visits to branches or prominent militants of the Socialist
Workers’ Party and the breakaway Workers’ Party, represented a turning
point in Guérin’s ‘trotskyism’. In a 1948 letter to Marceau Pivert, he
commented on his unhappiness with the trotskyists’ tendency to ‘repeat
mechanically old formulae without rethinking them, relying lazily and
uncritically on the (undeniably admirable) writings of Trotsky.’ 24 Looking back
thirty years later, he would conclude: ‘It was thanks to the American
trotskyists, despite their undeniable commitment, that I ceased forever
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believing in the virtues of revolutionary parties built on authoritarian, leninist
lines.’ 25

The ‘Mother of us all’
Unlike many on the left associated with postwar ideological renewal, most of
whom would focus on a revision or reinterpretation of marxism, often at a
philosophical level (Sartre, Althusser or Henri Lefebvre, for example), Guérin
the historian began with a return to what he saw as the source of
revolutionary theory and praxis: in 1946, he published his study of class
struggle in the First French Republic (1793-1797). 26 The aim of the book was
25
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to ‘draw lessons from the greatest, longest and deepest revolutionary
experience France has ever known, lessons which would help regenerate the
revolutionary, libertarian socialism of today,’ and to ‘extract some ideas which
would be applicable to our time and of direct use to the contemporary reader
who has yet to fully digest the lessons of another revolution: the Russian
revolution.’ 27 Applying the concepts of permanent revolution and combined
and uneven development, inspired by Trotsky’s History of the Russian
Revolution, Guérin argued that the beginnings of a conflict of class interest
could already be detected within the revolutionary camp between an
‘embryonic’ proletariat—the bras nus (manual workers), represented by the
Enragés—and the bourgeoisie—represented by Robespierre and the jacobin
leadership. For Guérin, the French Revolution thus represented not only the
birth of bourgeois parliamentary democracy, but also the emergence of ‘a new
type of democracy,’ a form of working-class direct democracy as seen,
however imperfectly, in the ‘sections’ (local popular assemblies), precursors of
the Commune of 1871 and the Soviets of 1905 and 1917. In the second
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edition of the work (1968) he would add ‘the Commune of May 1968’ to that
genealogy.
Similarly, this interpretation tended to emphasise the political
ambivalence of the bourgeois jacobin leadership which ‘hesitated continually
between the solidarity uniting it with the popular classes against the
aristocracy and that uniting all the wealthy, property-owning classes against
those who owned little or nothing’. 28 For Guérin, the essential lesson to be
drawn from the French Revolution was thus the conflict of class interest
between the bourgeoisie and the working classes. Bourgeois, social
democratic, and Stalinist interpretations of the Revolution—like those of Jean
Jaurès, Albert Mathiez, and so many others—which tended to maintain the
‘cult of Robespierre’ and to reinforce the labour movement’s dependence on
bourgeois democracy, were thus to be rejected. 29
La Lutte de classes sous la Pemière République has been described
by Eric Hobsbawm, himself a long-standing Communist Party member, as ‘a
curious combination of libertarian and trotskyist ideas—not without a dash of
Rosa Luxemburg’. 30 It not only shocked many academic historians of the
Revolution—especially those with more or less close links to the PCF
(Georges Lefebvre, and especially Albert Soboul and Georges Rudé)—but
also those politicians who, in Guérin’s words, ‘have been responsible for
perverting and undermining true proletarian socialism.’31 The fallout was
28
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intense and the ensuing debate lasted for many years; indeed, Guérin is still
today regarded with distrust by many historians influenced by the Republican
and mainstream marxist (non-trotskyist) interpretations of the Revolution as a
bourgeois revolution. 32 Guérin brought that whole historiographical tradition
into question. The political significance was that the Revolutionary Terror had
been used as a parallel to justify bolshevik repression of democratic freedoms
and repression of more leftist movements. Stalin had been compared to
Robespierre. The jacobin tradition of patriotism and national unity in defence
of the bourgeois democratic Republic has been one of the characteristics of
the dominant tendencies within the French left, and therefore central to the
political mythologies of the Popular Front and the Resistance. Guérin, as Ian
Birchall has put it, ‘was polemicizing against the notion of a Resistance uniting
all classes against the foreign invader.’ 33
What is more, the PCF had been campaigning since 1945 for unity at
the top with the SFIO, and in the 1956 elections called for the reestablishment of a Popular Front government. Guérin, as we have seen,
argued that alliance with the supposedly ‘progressive’ bourgeoisie in the
struggle against fascism was a contradiction at the heart of the Popular Front
strategy. His conception of the way forward for the left was very different. At a
32
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time when fascism in the form of Poujadism looked as if it might once more be
a real threat, Guérin argued that what was needed was a ‘genuine’ Popular
Front, that is, a grass-roots social movement rather than a governmental
alliance, a truly popular movement centred on the working classes that would
bring together the labour movement and all socialists who rejected both the
pro-American SFIO and the pro-Soviet PCF:

And if we succeed in building this new Popular Front, let us not
repeat the mistakes of the 1936 Popular Front, which because of
its timidity and impotence ended up driving the middle classes
towards fascism, rather than turning them away from it as had been
its aim. Only a combative Popular Front, which dares to attack big
business, will be able to halt our middle classes on the slope which
leads to fascism and to their destruction. 34

The Developing Critique of Leninism
Guérin’s friend and translator, C.L.R. James wrote in 1958 of the political
significance of Guérin’s revisiting the history of the French Revolution:

Such a book had never yet been produced and could not have
been produced in any epoch other than our own. It is impregnated
34
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with the experience and study of the greatest event of our time: the
development and then degeneration of the Russian Revolution,
and is animated implicitly by one central concern: how can the
revolutionary masses avoid the dreadful pitfalls of bureaucratisation
and the resurgence of a new oppressive state power, and instead
establish a system of direct democracy? 35

It was in very similar terms that Guérin expressed the central question facing
the left in a 1959 essay, ‘La Révolution déjacobinisée.’ 36 This is an important
text in Guérin’s ideological itinerary, continuing the political analysis he began
in La Lutte de classes sous la Pemière République and developed in La
Révolution française et nous (written in 1944 but not published until 1969) and
‘Quand le fascisme nous devançait’ (1955). 37
In ‘La Révolution déjacobinisée,’ Guérin argued that the ‘jacobin’ traits
in marxism and particularly in leninism were the result of an incomplete
understanding on Marx and Engels’ part of the class nature of jacobinism and
the jacobin dictatorship, to be distinguished according to Guérin from the

35
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democratically controlled ‘contrainte révolutionnaire’ (‘revolutionary coercion’)
exercised by the popular sections. Thus by applying a historical materialist
analysis to the experiences of the French revolutionary movement, Guérin
came to argue, essentially, that ‘authentic’ socialism (contra Blanqui or Lenin)
arose spontaneously out of working-class struggle and that it was
fundamentally libertarian. Authoritarian conceptions of party organisation and
revolutionary strategy had their origins in bourgeois or even aristocratic
modes of thought.
Guérin believed that when Marx and Engels referred—rather vaguely—
to a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ they envisaged it as a dictatorship
exercised by the working class as a whole, rather than by an avant-garde.
But, he continued, Marx and Engels did not adequately differentiate their
interpretation from that of the Blanquists. This made possible Lenin’s later
authoritarian conceptions: ‘Lenin, who saw himself as both a ‘jacobin’ and a
‘marxist,’ invented the idea of the dictatorship of a party substituting itself for
the working class and acting by proxy in its name.’ 38 This, for Guérin, was
where it all started to go badly wrong:

The double experience of the French and Russian Revolutions has
taught us that this is where we touch upon the central mechanism
whereby direct democracy, the self-government of the people, is
transformed, gradually, by the introduction of the revolutionary
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‘dictatorship,’ into the reconstitution of an apparatus for the
oppression of the people. 39

Guérin’s leftist, class-based critique of jacobinism thus had three
related implications for contemporary debates about political tactics and
strategy. First, it implied a rejection of ‘class collaboration’ and therefore of
any type of alliance with the bourgeois left (Popular Frontism). Second, it
implied that the revolutionary movement should be uncompromising, that it
should push for more radical social change and not stop halfway (which, as
Saint-Just famously remarked, was to dig one’s own grave), rejecting the
stalinist emphasis on the unavoidability of separate historical ‘stages’ in the
long-term revolutionary process. Third, it implied a rejection both of the
leninist model of a centralised, hierarchical party dominating the labour
movement and of the ‘substitutism’ (substitution of the party for the proletariat)
which had come to characterise the bolshevik dictatorship.
This critique clearly had its sources both in Guérin’s reinterpretation of
the French Revolution and in the social and political conditions of the time. La
Révolution française et nous was informed by Guérin’s critique of socialdemocratic and stalinist strategies before, during, and after the war. ‘La
révolution déjacobinisée’ was written at a significant historic moment for
socialists in France: after the artificial national unity of the immediate postwar
years had given way to profound social and political conflict; as Guy Mollet’s
SFIO became increasingly identified with the defence of the bourgeois status
quo and the Western camp in the cold war; as the immensely powerful
39
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postwar PCF reeled under the effects of Hungary and the Khrushchev
revelations; and as the unpopular and politically unstable Fourth Republic
collapsed in the face of a threatened military coup. It was this situation which
made renewal of the left so necessary. In 1959, Guérin also picked up on the
results of a survey of the attitudes of French youth towards politics, which
indicated to him two things: first, that what alienated the younger generation
from ‘socialism’ was ‘bureaucrats and purges,’ and second, that, as one
respondent put it, ‘French youth are becoming more and more anarchist.’ 40
Ever the optimist, Guérin declared:

Far from allowing ourselves to sink into doubt, inaction, and
despair, the time has come for the French left to begin again from
zero, to rethink its problems from their very foundations. […] The
necessary synthesis of the ideas of equality and liberty […] cannot
and must not be attempted, in my opinion, in the framework and to
the benefit of a bankrupt bourgeois democracy. It can and must
only be done in the framework of socialist thought, which remains,
despite everything, the only reliable value of our times. The failure
of both reformism and stalinism imposes on us the urgent duty to
find a way of reconciling (proletarian) democracy with socialism,
freedom with Revolution. 41

From Trotskyism to New Left to Anarchism
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What Guérin would thus do which was quite remarkable in post-Liberation
France was endeavour to separate marxism from bolshevism – his continued
friendly and supportive contacts with a number of trotskyists notwithstanding –
and it is noteworthy that he had contact in this period with a number of
prominent non-orthodox marxists. After 1945, especially, he was involved
(centrally or more peripherally) in a number of circles or networks, and
according to the sociologist Michel Crozier (who, since their meeting in
America, saw Guérin as something of a mentor) Guérin self-identified in the
late 1940s and early 50s – ‘the golden age of the left intelligentsia’ – as an
‘independent marxist’. 42
C.L.R. James, for instance, has already been mentioned. He and
Guérin appear to have met in the 1930s; they became good friends, Guérin
visited him while in the USA in 1949, and they corresponded over many
years. Convinced of the contemporary relevance and of the importance of
Guérin’s analysis, James even translated La Lutte de classes into English,
and described the book as ‘one of the most important modern textbooks in [...]
the study of marxism’ and ‘one of the great theoretical landmarks of our
movement’. 43
Similarly, Guérin had first met Karl Korsch in Berlin in 1932, and visited
him in his exile in Cambridge (Massachusetts) in 1947, where according to
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Guérin they spent many hours together. 44 The two would collaborate a
decade later in their bibliographical researches on the relationship between
Marx and Bakunin. 45 Also during his time in the USA in 1947, Guérin became
friendly with a group of refugee Germans in Washington D.C., dissident
marxists, ‘as hospitable as they were brilliant’, connected with the so-called
Frankfurt School: Franz Neumann, Otto Kirchheimer and Herbert Marcuse. 46
In France, Guérin already knew the leading figures in the Socialisme
ou Barbarie group from their days in the PCI together: Guérin’s papers
contain a number of texts produced by the so-called Chaulieu-Montal
Tendency in the late 1940s. 47 It is interesting to note that the Socialisme ou
Barbarie group’s theses on the Russian revolution feature in the list of
theories and authors discovered by the Algerian nationalist and revolutionary,
Mohammed Harbi, thanks to his first meeting with Guérin (at a meeting of the
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PCI discussion group, the ‘Cercle Lénine’) in 1953. 48 In 1965 Guérin took part,
with Castoriadis, Lefort and Edgar Morin, in a forum on ‘Marxism Today’
organised by Socialisme ou Barbarie (whose work Morin would describe a few
years later as representing ‘an original synthesis of marxism and
anarchism’ 49). Guérin also contributed to Morin’s Arguments (1956-62), an
important journal launched in response to the events of 1956 with a view to a
‘reconsideration not only of stalinist marxism, but of the marxist way of
thinking’, 50 and he had been centrally involved with the French ‘Titoists’
around Clara Malraux and the review Contemporains (1950-51). 51
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The present state of our knowledge of these relationships does not
enable us to be precise regarding the nature, extent or direction of any
influence which might have resulted, but the least we can say is that Guérin
was at the heart of the left-intellectual ferment which characterised these
years, that he had an address book, as his daughter Anne recently put it 52, as
fat as a dictionary and that he shared many of the theoretical preoccupations
of many leading marxists in the 20 years or so following the Second World
War, be it the party-form, bureaucracy, alienation or sexual repression.
In the mid-to-late 1950s, like other former or ‘critical’ trotskyists, as well
as ex-members of the FCL (the Libertarian Communist Federation, banned in
1956 53), Guérin belonged – though ‘without much conviction’ – to a series of
left-socialist organisations: the Nouvelle Gauche, the Union de la Gauche
Socialiste, and, briefly, the Parti Socialiste Unifié. 54 But it was also around
1956 that Guérin ‘discovered’ anarchism. Looking back on a 1930 boat trip to
Vietnam and the small library he had taken with him, Guérin commented that
of all the authors he had studied – Marx, Proudhon, Georges Sorel, Hubert
Lagardelle, Fernand Pelloutier, Lenin, Trotsky, Gandhi, and others – ‘Marx
had, without a doubt, been preponderant.’ 55 But having become increasingly
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critical of leninism, Guérin discovered the collected works of Bakunin, a
‘revelation’ which rendered him forever ‘allergic to all versions of authoritarian
socialism, whether jacobin, marxist, leninist, or trotskyist.’ 56 Guérin would
describe the following ten years or so (ie. the mid 1950s to the mid 1960s) which saw the publication notably of the popular anthology Ni Dieu ni Maître
and of L’Anarchisme, which sold like hot cakes at the Sorbonne in May 1968
– as his ‘classical anarchist phase.’57 He became especially interested in
Proudhon, whom he admired as the first theorist of autogestion, or worker
self-management 58; Bakunin, representative of revolutionary, working-class
anarchism, close to marxism, Guérin insisted, yet remarkably prescient about
the dangers of statist communism; and Max Stirner, appreciated as a
precursor of 1968 because of his determination to attack bourgeois prejudice
and puritanism.
The discovery of Bakunin coincided with the appearance of the
Hungarian workers’ committees and the Soviet suppression of the Hungarian
uprising in 1956. These events provoked Guérin into studying the councilist
tradition, which had come to be seen by many as representing a form of
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revolutionary socialist direct democracy in contrast to the bolshevik-controlled
soviets. 59 It was also during the 1950s that Guérin, moving on from his study
of the French Revolution, had begun to research the political debates and
conflicts within the First International and more generally the relationship
between marxism and anarchism.

Guérin and anarchism
Guérin had had no contact with the anarchist movement before the Second
World War, other than to read E. Armand’s individualist anarchist organ L’en
dehors. 60 According to Georges Fontenis, a leading figure in the post-war
anarchist movement, Guérin began to have direct contact with the then
Anarchist Federation (FA) in 1945, when the second edition of his Fascism
and Big Business was published. Le Libertaire reviewed Guérin’s books
favourably, and in the 1950s, he was invited to galas of the FA and (from
1953) of the FCL to do book signings. He got to know leading anarchist
militants and would drop in at the FCL’s offices on the Quai de Valmy in Paris.
Fontenis described him as being ‘an active sympathiser’ at that point. 61 His
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new-found sympathies certainly seem to have been sufficiently well-known for
the US embassy in Paris to refuse him a visa to visit his wife and daughter in
1950 on the grounds that he was both a trotskyist and an anarchist. 62 The
ideological stance of the FCL (‘libertarian marxism’) and its position on the
Algerian war (‘critical support’ for the nationalist movement in the context of
the struggle against French bourgeois imperialism) proved doubly attractive to
the anticolonialist Guérin. 63 In part for these reasons, 1954 (the beginning of
the Algerian war of independence) represented the beginning of a
relationship, notably with Fontenis (leading light of the FCL), which as we
shall see would ultimately take Guérin into the ranks of the ‘libertarian
communist’ movement.
In 1959, Guérin published a collection of articles entitled Jeunesse du
socialisme libertaire. This represented both a continuation of the critique of
marxism and leninism begun during the war, and—as far as I am aware—
Guérin’s first analysis of the 19th century anarchist tradition. Significantly, a
copy of this collection has been found with a handwritten dedication to
Maximilien Rubel, ‘to whom this little book owes so much.’ 64 A few years later,
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in 1965, he would publish both Anarchism. From Theory to Practice and the
two volume anthology No Gods No Masters. The purpose was to ‘rehabilitate’
anarchism, and the anthology represented the ‘dossier of evidence’:

Anarchism has for many years suffered from an undeserved
disrepute, from an injustice which has manifested itself in three
ways.
Firstly, its detractors claim that it is simply a thing of the past. It
did not survive the great revolutionary tests of our time: the
Russian revolution and the Spanish revolution. It has no place in
the modern world, a world characterised by centralisation, by large
political and economic entities, by the idea of totalitarianism. There
is nothing left for the anarchists to do but, ‘by force of circumstance’
as Victor Serge put it, to ‘join the revolutionary marxists’.
Secondly, the better to devalue it, those who would slander
anarchism serve up a tendentious interpretation of its doctrine.
Anarchism is essentially individualistic, particularistic, hostile to any
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form of organisation. It leads to fragmentation, to the egocentric
withdrawal of small local units of administration and production. It is
incapable of centralizing or of planning. It is nostalgic for the
‘golden age’. It tends to resurrect archaic social forms. It suffers
from a childish optimism; its ‘idealism’ takes no account of the solid
realities of the material infrastructure. It is incurably petit-bourgeois;
it places itself outside of the class movement of the modern
proletariat. In a word, it is ‘reactionary’.
And finally, certain of its commentators take care to rescue from
oblivion and to draw attention to only its most controversial
deviations, such as terrorism, individual assassinations,
propaganda by explosives. 65

Although, as we have seen, he referred to the two books (Anarchism
and No Gods No Masters) as representing his ‘classical anarchist’ phase, and
despite his assertion that the basics of anarchist doctrine were relatively
homogeneous, elsewhere he was very clear that both books focussed on a
particular kind of anarchism. To begin with, ‘[t]he fundamental aspect of these
doctrines’ was, for Guérin, that ‘[a]narchy, is indeed, above all, synonymous
with socialism. The anarchist is, first and foremost, a socialist whose aim is to
put an end to the exploitation of man by man. Anarchism is no more than one
of the branches of socialist thought [...]. For Adolph Fischer, one of the
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Chicago martyrs, ‘every anarchist is a socialist, but every socialist is not
necessarily an anarchist.’’ 66
In Pour un marxisme libertaire (1969), Guérin described himself as
coming from the school of ‘antistalinist marxism’, but as having for some time
been in the habit of ‘delving into the treasury of libertarian thought’.
Anarchism, he insisted, was still relevant and still very much alive, ‘provided
that it is first divested of a great deal of childishness, utopianism and
romanticism.’67 He went on to comment that because of this openness
towards the contribution of anarchism, his book, Anarchism, had been
misunderstood by some, and that it did not mean that he had become an
‘ecumenical’ anarchist, to use Georges Fontenis’ term. 68 In ‘Anarchisme et
marxisme’ (written in 1973), Guérin emphasised that his book on anarchism
had focussed on ‘social, constructive, collectivist or communist anarchism’
because this was the kind of anarchism which had most in common with
marxism. 69
The reason Guérin gave for focussing on this kind of anarchism, as
opposed to individualist or illegalist anarchism or terrorism, was that it was
entirely relevant to the problems faced by contemporary revolutionaries:
‘[l]ibertarian visions of the future [...] invite serious consideration. It is clear
66
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that they fulfil to a very large extent the needs of our times, and that they can
contribute to the building of our future.’ 70
But is this really ‘classical anarchism’, as Guérin put it, given the
insistence on ‘constructive anarchism, which depends on organisation, on
self-discipline, on integration, on federalist and noncoercive centralisation’; the
emphasis on experiments in workers’ control in Algeria, Yugoslavia and Cuba;
the openness to the idea that such states could be seen as socialist and
capable of reform in a libertarian direction? 71 This was not the conclusion of
English anarchist Nicolas Walter, whose review of Ni dieu ni maître
commented that ‘the selection of passages shows a consistent bias towards
activism, and the more intellectual, theoretical and philosophical approach to
anarchism is almost completely ignored. [...] There is a similar bias towards
revolution, and the more moderate, pragmatic and reformist approach to
anarchism is almost completely omitted as well.’ 72 As for Guérin’s
L’Anarchisme, Walter detected a similar bias towards Proudhon and Bakunin,
and was surprised at the emphasis on Gramsci, ‘which might be expected in a
marxist account [of the Italian workers’ councils after the Great War] but is
refreshing in an anarchist one.’ Walter was also sceptical about the attention
paid to Algeria and Yugoslavia. In summary, however, these two books were
‘the expression of an original and exciting view of anarchism’. 73
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So Guérin’s two books arguably represented an original departure, and
it is worth quoting some remarks made by Patrice Spadoni who worked
alongside Guérin in different libertarian communist groups in the 1970s and
'80s:
It has to be said that Daniel Guérin’s non-dogmatism never ceased
to amaze us. In the 1970s, a period in which there was so much
blinkeredness and sectarianism, in our own ranks as well as
among the leninists, Daniel would often take us aback. The young
libertarian communists that we were [...] turned pale with shock
when he sang the praises of a Proudhon, of whom he was saying
‘yes and no’ while we said ‘no and no’; then we would go white with
horror, when he started quoting a Stirner whom we loathed—
without having really read him; then we became livid, when he
began a dialogue with social-democrats; and finally, we practically
had a melt-down when he expressed respect, albeit without
agreeing with them, for the revolt of the militants associated with
Action directe. 74

Two of these taboos are worth picking up on when considering the
extent to which Guérin’s take on anarchism was a novel one: Proudhon and
Stirner.
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Proudhon and the fundamental importance of self-management
Proudhon had already ceased to be an ideological reference for any section
of the French anarchist movement by at least the time of the Great War,
except for a small minority of individualists opposed to any kind of collective
ownership of the means of production. Most anarchists referred to either
Kropotkin or Bakunin. This was partly because of the ambiguities in
Proudhon’s own writings regarding property, and partly because of the
increasingly reactionary positions adopted by some of his ‘mutualist’ followers
after his death in 1865.
The fact that Proudhon is so central to Guérin’s ‘rehabilitation’ of
anarchism is thus surprising and tells us something about what he was trying
to do and how it is he came to study anarchism in such depth: whereas
Proudhon had already for many years been commonly referred to as the ‘père
de l’anarchie’, the ‘father of anarchy’, Guérin refers to him as the ‘père de
l’autogestion’, the ‘father of self-management’. This is the crux of the matter:
Guérin was looking for a way to guarantee that in any future revolution,
control of the workplace, of the economy and of society as a whole would
remain at the base, that spontaneous forms of democracy – like the soviets, in
the beginning – would not be hijacked by any centralised power. 75 Marx,
75
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Guérin insisted, hardly mentioned workers’ control or self-management at all,
whereas Proudhon paid it a great deal of attention. 76 Workers’ control was, for
Guérin, ‘without any doubt the most original creation of anarchism, and goes
right to the heart of contemporary realities.’ 77 Proudhon had been one of the
first to try to answer the question raised by other social reformers of the early
nineteenth century. As Guérin put it: ‘Who should manage the economy?
Private capitalism? The State? Workers’ organisations? In other words, there
were—and still are—three options: free enterprise, nationalisation, or
socialisation (ie. self-management).’ 78 From 1848 onwards, Proudhon had
argued passionately for the third option, something which set him apart from
most other socialists of the time, who, like Louis Blanc, argued for one form or
another of State control (if only on a transitional basis). Unlike Marx, Engels
and others, Guérin argued, Proudhon saw workers’ control as a concrete
problem to be raised now, rather than relegated to some distant future. As a
consequence, he thought and wrote in detail about how it might function:
‘Almost all the issues which have caused such problems for present-day
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experiments in self-management were already foreseen and described in
Proudhon’s writings.’ 79

Stirner the ‘father of anarchism’?
As for Stirner – generally anathema to the non-individualist wing of the
anarchist movement – the answer lies in what Guérin perceived to be Stirner’s
latent homosexuality, his concern with sexual liberation and his determination
to attack bourgeois prejudice and puritanism: ‘Stirner was a precursor of May
68.’ 80 His ‘greatest claim to originality, his most memorable idea, was his
discovery of the “unique” individual [...]. Stirner became, as a consequence,
the voice of all those who throw down a challenge to normality.’ 81
What we can see here, underlying Guérin’s approving summary of the
meaning and importance of Stirner, is someone who had for many years been
forced to suffer in silence because of the endemic homophobia of the labour
movement, someone who had been forced by society’s moral prejudices to
live a near-schizoid existence, totally suppressing one half of his personality.
It was Guérin’s personal experience of and outrage at the homophobia of
many marxists and what seemed to be classical marxism’s exclusive concern
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with materialism and class that accounts in large part for his sympathy with
Stirner. 82
So to the extent that Guérin insists that every anarchist is an
individualist – at the same time as being a ‘social’ anarchist (‘anarchiste
sociétaire’) – to the extent that he approves of Stirner’s emphasis on the
uniqueness of each individual, it is because he admires the determination to
resist social conformism and moral prejudice. Guérin certainly had no truck
with the precious ‘freedom of the individual’ which by the 1920s had already
become the stock mantra of those anarchists who rejected any attempt to
produce a more ideologically and organisationally coherent revolutionary
movement or who wished to ground their action in a realistic (or in Guérin’s
words ‘scientific’) analysis of social conditions.

For a ‘synthesis’ of marxism and anarchism
So having called himself a ‘libertarian socialist’ in the late 1950s before going
through an ‘anarchist phase’ in the 1960s, by 1968 Guérin was advocating
‘libertarian marxism,’ a term he would later change to ‘libertarian communism’
in order not to alienate some of his new anarchist friends (though the content
remained the same). In 1969, with Georges Fontenis and others Guérin
launched the Mouvement communiste libertaire (MCL), which attempted to
bring together various groups such as supporters of Denis Berger’s Voie
communiste, former members of the FCL and individuals such as Gabriel
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Cohn-Bendit who had been associated with Socialisme ou Barbarie. 83 Guérin
was responsible for the organisation’s paper, Guerre de classes (Class War).
In 1971, the MCL merged with another group to become the Organisation
communiste libertaire (OCL). In 1980, after complex debates notably over the
question of trade union activity, Guérin – who rejected ultra-left forms of
‘spontanéisme’ which condemned trade unionism as counter-revolutionary –
would ultimately join the Union des travailleurs communistes libertaires
(UTCL), created in 1978. He would remain a member until his death in
1988. 84
Looking back on those years, Georges Fontenis would write: ‘For us
[the FCL], as for Guérin, “libertarian marxism” was never to be seen as a
fusion or a marriage, but as a living synthesis very different from the sum of its
parts.’ 85 How should we interpret this?
Guérin was always keen to emphasise the commonalities in marxism
and anarchism, and underscored the fact that, in his view at least, they shared
the same roots and the same objectives. Having said that, and despite the
fact that Rubel seems to have influenced Guérin, Guérin’s study of Marx led
him to suggest that those such as Rubel who saw Marx as a libertarian were
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exaggerating and/or being too selective. 86 Reviewing the ambivalent but
predominantly hostile relations between Marx and Engels, on the one hand,
and Stirner, Proudhon, and Bakunin, on the other, Guérin concluded that the
disagreements between them were based to a great extent on
misunderstanding and exaggeration on both sides: ‘Each of the two
movements needs the theoretical and practical contribution of the other’,
Guérin argued, and this is why he saw the expulsion of the Bakuninists from
the International Working Men’s Association Congress at The Hague in 1872
as ‘a disastrous event for the working class’. 87
‘Libertarian communism’ was for Guérin an attempt to ‘revivify
everything that was constructive in anarchism’s contribution in the past.’ We
have noted that his Anarchism focused on ‘social, constructive, collectivist, or
communist anarchism’. 88 Guérin was more critical of ‘traditional’ anarchism,
with what he saw as its knee-jerk rejection of organisation, and particularly
what he considered to be its manichean and simplistic approach to the
question of the ‘state’ in modern, industrial and increasingly internationalised
societies. He became interested particularly in militants such as the Spanish
anarchist Diego Abad de Santillán, whose ideas on ‘integrated’ economic selfmanagement contrasted with what Guérin insisted was the naïve and
backward-looking ‘libertarian communism’ of the Spanish CNT advocated at
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its 1936 Saragossa conference by Isaac Puente and inspired by Kropotkin. 89
Such a policy seemed to Guérin to take no account of the nature of modern
consumer societies and the need for economic planning and co-ordination at
national and transnational level. In this connection, Guérin also became
interested in the ideas of the Belgian collectivist socialist César de Paepe –
who argued against the anarchists of the Jura Federation in favour of what he
called an ‘an-archic state’ – on the national and transnational organisation of
public services within a libertarian framework. 90
On the other hand, Guérin’s libertarian marxism or communism did not
reject those aspects of marxism which still seemed to Guérin valid and useful:
(i) the notion of alienation, which Guérin saw as being in accordance with the
anarchist emphasis on the freedom of the individual; (ii) the insistence that the
workers shall be emancipated by the workers themselves; (iii) the analysis of
capitalist society; and (iv) the historical materialist dialectic, which for Guérin
remained

one of the guiding threads enabling us to understand the past and
the present, on condition that the method not be applied rigidly,
mechanically, or as an excuse not to fight on the false pretext that
the material conditions for a revolution are absent, as the Stalinists
claimed was the case in France in 1936, 1945 and 1968. Historical
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materialism must never be reduced to a determinism; the door
must always be open to individual will and to the revolutionary
spontaneity of the masses. 91

Indeed, following his focus on anarchism in the 1960s, Guérin returned
in the 1970s to his earlier researches on marxism, and in his new quest for a
synthesis of the two ideologies he found a particularly fruitful source in Rosa
Luxemburg, in whom he developed a particular interest and he played a role
in the wider resurgence of interest in her ideas. She was for Guérin the only
German social democrat who stayed true to what he called ‘original’ marxism,
and in 1971 he published an anthology of her critical writings on the pre-1914
SFIO, as well as an important study of the notion of spontaneity in her work. 92
Guérin saw no significant difference between her conception of revolutionary
working-class spontaneity and the anarchist one, nor between her conception
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of the ‘mass strike’ and the syndicalist idea of the ‘general strike.’ Her
criticisms of Lenin in 1904 and of the Bolshevik Party in the spring of 1918
(regarding the democratic freedoms of the working class) seemed to him very
anarchistic, as did her conception of a socialism propelled from below by
workers’ councils. She was, he argued, ‘one of the links between anarchism
and authentic marxism’, and for this reason she played an important role in
the development of Guérin’s thinking about convergences between certain
forms of marxism and certain forms of anarchism. 93
Guérin was convinced that a libertarian communism which represented
such a synthesis of the best of marxism and the best of anarchism would be
much more attractive to progressive workers than ‘degenerate, authoritarian
marxism or old, outdated, and fossilised anarchism.’94 But he was adamant
that he was not a theorist, that libertarian communism was, as yet, only an
‘approximation,’ not a fixed dogma:

It cannot, it seems to me, be defined on paper, in absolute terms. It
cannot be an endless raking over of the past, but must rather be a
rallying point for the future. The only thing of which I am convinced
is that the future social revolution will have nothing to do with either
93
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Muscovite despotism or anæmic social-democracy; that it will not
be authoritarian, but libertarian and rooted in self-management, or,
if you like, councilist.’ 95

Conclusion
To what extent, then, can we say that Guérin succeeded in producing a
‘synthesis’? Assessments by fellow revolutionaries have varied. Guérin
himself used to complain that many militants were so attached to ideological
pigeonholing and that quasi-tribal loyalties were so strong that his purpose
was frequently misunderstood, with many who identified as anarchists
criticising him for having ‘become a marxist’, and vice versa. 96 Yet Guérin was
always very clear that there have been many different marxisms and many
different anarchisms, and he also insisted that his understanding of ‘libertarian
communism’ went beyond or transcended (‘dépasse’) both anarchism and
marxism. 97
Nicolas Walter, in a broadly positive review of Guérin’s work, and
apparently struggling to characterise his politics, described him as ‘a veteran
socialist who became an anarchist’ and as ‘a Marxist writer of a more or less
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Trotskyist variety’ who had gone on to attempt a synthesis between Marxism
and anarchism before finally turning to ‘a syndicalist form of anarchism’. 98
George Woodcock, in a review of Noam Chomsky’s introduction to the
Monthly Review Press edition of Guérin’s Anarchism, insisted that ‘neither is
an anarchist by any known criterion; they are both left-wing Marxists’—their
failing having been to focus too narrowly on the economic, on workers’
control, on an ‘obsolete’, ‘anarcho-syndicalist’ perspective. 99 Such a
judgement is clearly based on a particular and not uncontentious conception
of anarchism.
The opposite conclusion was drawn by another anarchist, Miguel
Chueca, who has argued that if we look at all the major issues dividing
anarchists from marxists—namely, according to Guérin’s Pour un marxisme
libertaire, the post-revolutionary ‘withering away’ of the state, the role of
minorities (or vanguards or avant-gardes) and the resort to bourgeois
democratic methods—then ‘the “synthesis” results, in all cases, in a choice in
favour of the anarchist position’. 100 Chueca seems to have based his
conclusion on an essentialist view of anarchism and of marxism, and on an
identification of marxism with leninism. He appears to disregard some
significant issues, such as Guérin’s insistence on the historical materialist
98
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dialectic, and the need for centralised (albeit ‘non-coercive’) economic
planning.
Writing from a sympathetic but not uncritical, Trotskyist perspective, Ian
Birchall suggests that ultimately Guérin’s greatest achievement was his
practice as a militant:
Guérin’s greatness lay in his role as a mediator rather than as a
synthesist. Over six decades he had a record of willingness to cooperate
with any section of the French left that shared his fundamental goals of
proletarian self-emancipation, colonial liberation and sexual freedom. He
was a vigorous polemicist, but saw no fragment of the left, however
obscure, as beneath his attention. [...] He was also typically generous,
never seeking to malign his opponents, however profoundly he
disagreed with them. [...] He was always willing to challenge orthodoxy,
whether Marxist or anarchist. [...] Yet behind the varying formulations
one consistent principle remained: ‘The Revolution of our age will be
made from below—or not at all.’101
Others have embraced Guérin’s theoretical contribution and it is clear
that his ideas on a ‘libertarian marxism’ or ‘libertarian communism’ were
enormously influential from the 1960s onwards, and many today (notably, but
not only, those in France close to the organisation Alternative libertaire 102) see
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in him a precursor and are admiring of his theoretical and practical
contribution to the search for a libertarian communism – albeit as a
contribution which needed further development in the context of the social
struggles of the 1980s and beyond. Indeed Guérin was the first to accept that
he had not yet seen the ‘definitive crystalisation of such an unconventional
and difficult synthesis’, which would ‘emerge from social struggles’ with
‘innovative forms which nobody today can claim to predict’ 103:

It would be pointless today to try to paper over the cracks in the more
or less crumbling and rotting edifice of socialist doctrines, to plug away
at patching together some of those fragments of traditional marxism
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and anarchism which are still useful, to launch oneself into
demonstrations of marxian or bakuninian erudition, to attempt to trace,
merely on paper, ingenious syntheses or tortuous reconciliations. [...]
To call oneself a libertarian communist today, does not mean looking
backwards, but towards the future. The libertarian communist is not an
exegete, but a militant. 104
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